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It's official... JK Rowling is now more
popular than Shakespeare: Her new
Harry Potter play is the biggest-selling
script since records began raking in
£870 every MINUTE!
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child has made £8.76million in seven
days
Eager fans snapped up 847,886 copies of the publication in one
week
Romeo and Juliet is a distant second, selling 127,726 copies since
1998
It is also the biggest title of 2016 and the fourth-fastest selling of
all time
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Her status as the queen of children's books is undisputed.
But now JK Rowling has done the unthinkable – she has knocked William
Shakespeare off his throne.
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, the latest instalment of the hit series, has become
the biggest-selling edition of a play script since records began, making £8.76 million
in just seven days.
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Harry Potter and the Cursed Child, the latest instalment of the hit series, has become the
biggest-selling edition of a play script since records began, making £8.76 million. Fans are
pictured queuing outside Waterstone's in Piccadilly when it was released

In the first week since it went on sale, eager fans have snapped up 847,886 copies of
the Little, Brown Book Group publication, spending the equivalent of almost £870
per minute.
A Penguin Classics edition of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet is a distant second on
the list, having sold 127,726 copies since 1998.
The play, co-written by the Edinburgh author and Jack Thorne, an English
screenwriter, takes up the story of Harry Potter 19 years after leaving Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
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It is also the biggest title of the year and the fourth-fastest selling of all time – beaten
only by Miss Rowling's last three Potter books.
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows sold 1.84 million copies in July 2007 while Harry
Potter and the Half Blood Prince sold 1.47 million copies in June 2003. The third
biggest selling is Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, which sold 867,000 in
July 2005.
And with a rare first edition of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone expected to
fetch up to £20,000 when it goes up for auction at Bonhams in London in November,
getting your hands on a copy of the play fast might not be a bad idea.
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The play, co-written by the Edinburgh author and Jack Thorne, an English screenwriter, takes
up the story of Harry Potter 19 years after leaving Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
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Author JK Rowling is pictured at the press preview last month

David Shelley, CEO of Little, Brown Book Group said: 'This is way beyond our most
optimistic expectations and is testament to the passion readers have for JK Rowling's
wizarding world, as well as to the amazing reception the play itself has had.'
A spokesperson for Nielsen BookScan which records the book sales said: 'Harry
Potter and the Cursed Child has soundly jumped into fourth place for the bestselling
single week of any book since records began with 847,886 units sold for a value of
£8.76 million.'
The West End version of the Cursed Child has been a monumental success, seeing
fans queue throughout the night for tickets.
In the lead up to the publication Nielsen Bookscan reported signs that the novels in
the original series had increased in popularity.
Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them has made it into the Top 100 chart for the
week, with the Philosopher's Stone and The Chamber of Secrets coming in at
positions 32 and 58 from last week's 44 and 73 respectively, a spokesperson said.
This can also be said for Fantastic Beasts and The Prisoner of Azkaban which moved
to position 59 and 81 from 83 and 115 respectively. Overall, the entire series as well
as the companions are all in the Top 200 for week ending 6 August, excluding
special releases.
The spokesperson said: 'This increase cannot have been hurt by the unique pairing
of the companion play Harry Potter and the Cursed Child that premiered at the West
end on 30 July and has been notorious for selling out within hours of tickets being
on sale.'
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firefighter616, walker, United States, 9 minutes ago

don't care for her at all, worth 1 billion and thinks she can say what she wants and it will make
the world perk up
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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delacroix, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 19 minutes ago

A ridiculous and deceiving article. You are comparing a script for a play based on a modern
fairytale, which has had an overnight success, with a single play of William Shakespeare's
(Romeo and Juliet), in a single edition published by a single publisher (Penguin), based only on
sales since 1998. Weird. The fact is that Shakespeare has been in print since the 1590s, his
works are published by hundreds of publishers, and he has sold many millions of plays, which
are performed continuously on almost every continent on earth every day of the week. I don't
think Shakespeare is going to turn in his grave about this. The number of copies of Romeo and
Juliet purchased for school syllabuses around the world alone would measure in the millions.
New Comment

Reply

Dee Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom, 39 minutes ago
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My understanding was that she didn't write the play, but had some editorial control.
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Onlymedoh, ByTheSea, United Kingdom, 42 minutes ago

Who reads the books or watches the films, a load of old tosh, Sad reflection of modern day
society.
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dontlookatme, Corona, United States, 11 minutes ago

listen up everyone, put those books down and turn off your movies, this person says
we're not allowed to enjoy things anymore!
Click to rate
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adventussaxonum, southampton, about an hour ago

I blame it on Bill Shakespeare's lack of nous concerning modern media promotion......fool!.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Arthur Pewty, Camp Penguin, Antarctica, about 2 hours ago

"It is a tale, told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing." Looks like Bill had
precognition of Ms. Rowling, amongst his many other qualities...
New Comment
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Click to rate
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Re: "...Harry Potter and the Cursed Child has made £8.76million in seven days; ...Eager fans
snapped up 847,886 copies of the publication in one week...Romeo and Juliet is a distant
second, selling 127,726 copies since 1998..." Had I chosen to reproduce, (vs. choosing
vasectomy, w/o reproduction...), I would've LOVED to have a child / children do something as
wonderful as J.K., Rowling has! And her economic situation is pretty cool, too!!
New Comment
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Click to rate
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KB, Austin, United States, about 2 hours ago

Ms. Rowling may be more popular (for now) than William but she will NEVER match the quality
and lasting character of his writing.
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Simple_Ton, Simple Ton, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

I put it all down to her exercise routine . . . .TANGO DANCING!!
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RollerRooster, Somewhere over a rainbow, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

The sad thing is it isn't JK Rowlings script. It is a script based on something written by JK
Rowling. It is actually written by Jack Thorne. Therefore Jack Thorne is the more popular
playwright than Shakespeare.
New Comment

Reply

Click to rate
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Dr. Simon Ourian is
their go-to surgeon
The Dream Team
escapes a nightmare:
USA basketball
survives a mighty
scare from Australia
Boomers as Carmelo
Anthony helps them
win 98-88
Johnny Depp will
testify in LA court
that ex-wife Amber
Heard LIED about not
knowing Australian
quarantine laws in
'dog smuggling' case
EPHRAIM
HARDCASTLE: Sir
Paul McCartney
boasts he was 'the
guy who pushed' the
Beatles to their
success... but will
Ringo Let This Be?
Caitlyn Jenner fuels
up as ex Linda
Thompson recounts
her shock at learning
reality star wanted to
become a woman
during their marriage
Style sudoku: In
every row you'll find
items that
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co-ordinate perfectly
for your staycation
wardrobe
Style a perfect outfit
whatever items you
pick
The Force is with U!
New Star Wars Rogue
One teaser unveils
first look at rebel
gunship U-Wing in
action
Lucasfilm has released
a teaser
'I know it's a little bit
cheeky, butt': Katy
Perry flashes her
derriere in saucy
cycling photo
Her boyfriend Orlando
Bloom flashed
everything last week...
Police called to
Jules Wainstein's
apartment again
following 'angry
argument' with
estranged husband
Michael
VERY messy split...
Diane Kruger shows
off her casual style in
a T-shirt and jean
shorts as she reveals
life is 'all good'
following Joshua
Jackson split
Looked laidback
EXCLUSIVE: Gisele
Bundchen's father
says supermodel's
marriage to Tom
Brady is going strong
but he bonded with
her ex Leo DiCaprio
on family holidays
'He was an
extraordinary talent':
ESPN personality
John Saunders has
died at the age of 61
Had been with the
network since 1986
They're inseparable!
Now Justin Bieber
grins as he goes for
morning hike with
Sofia Richie in Los
Angeles
The rumored new
couple looked relaxed
From cosmetics
made with silicone oil
to hair slicked with
GELATIN: How
Olympic
synchronised
swimmers keep their
make up and locks
perfectly waterproof
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SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE Noel's dinner with De
Niro: Gallagher left
starstruck after
meeting actor at
party at his friend's
house in the south of
France
'Crazy times ahead':
Supernatural star
Jensen Ackles
reveals he's
expecting twins with
wife Danneel in sweet
Instagram post
Happy news
Tough deal: Robert
Herjavec 'had Kym
Johnson sign prenup
capping any divorce
payout at $1million'
He is worth an
estimated $200million
US male gymnasts
fail to emulate their
female counterparts
with another
disappointing
showing, this time in
the individual
all-around final
'I'm no Katie
Ledecky but I try!'
Reese Witherspoon
gets into the Olympic
spirit with a perfect
dive into the waters
of Croatia
Shared on Instagram
Jordana Brewster
tenderly kisses baby
Rowan during mother
and son lunch in
Beverly Hills
She welcomed baby
Rowan on June 9
'Way to go guys!':
Chris Pratt cheers on
Team USA as he
watches the
Olympics with wife
Anna Faris and son
Jack
Showing his support
for the USA
Fake hair's more
convincing than ever
- so look at these
flowing locks and try
to guess who's got
hair extensions!
Real deal?
Get a step ahead!
With Kendall Jenner
and Gigi Hadid
already rocking fall's
hottest boots, it's
time to find YOUR
favorite pair before
the season starts
The six best
dresses of the
summer: Prepare for
your holiday with
your perfect dress
Even if you normally
wear trousers, dresses
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can be seductive

'I don't throw that
word around': Paul
McCartney talks
about collaborating
with 'innovative'
Kanye West and why
he WOULDN'T call
him a genius
'The fandom is
shook!' Taylor Swift's
fans fly into a flurry
of excitement on
Twitter after the
singer was spotted
with natural CURLY
HAIR
EXCLUSIVE: I WAS
too fat for the
Olympics admits
swimmer shamed as
'the Whale' - but he
reveals weight gain
was after car crash
and vows to get back
in pool to silence
critics
Stylish Selena
Gomez looks
sensational in
plunging black dress
teamed with suede
boots as she enjoys
night out in Sydney
Sassy look
La dolce vita!
Smitten George
Clooney beams
alongside glamorous
wife Amal before they
steal the show with
romantic dance
during lavish
fundraiser in Italy
One trend, three
styles: Plisse - the
eye-catching material
will bring new life to
your summer
wardrobe
Pair an eye-catching
coral top with jeans
Diva move! Jaimie
Alexander has two
assistants fan her on
the Brooklyn set of
Blindspot
Follows reports she
was a 'nightmare' to
work with
'You're going to
bring tears to my
eyes!' Tired Phelps
chokes up talking
about baby Boomer
after he and Ryan
Lochte advance to
200m medley semi
finals
Olympic medalwinner Corey Cogdell
slams the sexist
treatment of female
athletes after being
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described as 'the wife
of an NFL player' in
reports about her Rio
triumph

A red hot birthday!
As Kylie Jenner rings
in 19 with a fiery new
hair color, FEMAIL
looks back at the
reality star's most
outrageous beauty
moments
But what about his
sisters? The new
Duke of Westminster
will inherit
$14BILLION after his
father's death despite
having two older
siblings
Gabby Douglas is
criticised for not
putting her hand on
her heart during US
national anthem - but
she insists she was
'standing at
attention'
'I see younger men
starting to wear
makeup, shaping
their eyebrows and
straightening their
hair': Rise of the
influential - and VERY
preened - male
beauty bloggers
Taylor Swift dons
tiny shorts for gym
session... as her label
confirms she won't
be releasing an
album in October
There were rumors she
would
Lisa Marie Presley
'has secretly entered
a rehab facility' after
messy split from
Michael Lockwood
Reportedly seeking
treatment for drug and
alcohol addiction
Victoria's Secret
models document
what it REALLY takes
to look as good as
them in a new
Instagram account and it will give you
some serious
motivation
A kiss for the
birthday girl! Tyga
posts sweet photo
with Kylie Jenner to
celebrate her turning
19... as he takes his
mind off legal
troubles
Warrant for his arrest...
'I'm the kind of girl
you won't forget
about!' Jessica
Simpson shows off
her skills and fit
physique in new
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video promoting her
workout line

'He should have
been more clear':
Tyrese Gibson
responds to The
Rock's Fast 8 rant...
before gushing about
'humble and
professional' star
'I'm not the
skinniest person in
the world, but I don't
try to be': Rita Ora
stuns in bold red
jumpsuit as she talks
body image
Head-turning outfit
Duck Dynasty's
Sadie Robertson
reveals she's dating
Texas A&M
quarterback Trevor
Knight after bonding
on social media over
mission trips to Haiti
'It's the real deal':
Kendall Jenner is
'full-on dating' A$AP
Rocky following
romance with Jordan
Clarkson
Bonded over their
mutual love of fashion
Checked out!
Conrad Hilton is
released from prison
after spending two
months behind bars
Was incarcerated for
violating the terms of
his parole
The emancipation of
Mimi's decolletage!
Mariah Carey wears
off the shoulder
white leather jacket
for night out in
Malibu
Breathtaking outfit
'Took a ride around
LA:' Britney Spears
shares a photo with
James Corden after
filming Carpool
Karaoke
The pop star beamed
with Late Late Show
host
'Human emoji'
gymnast Hernandez
gave the judges a
cheeky wink before
winning routine...
then sent her brother
a selfie to tell him
she won
Farrah Abraham
argued with
elementary school
principal over
daughter Sophia,
seven, wearing
makeup
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She's certainly not shy
in speaking her mind!

Another pound
down! Kim
Kardashian has just
4lbs to go until she
hits her goal weight
of 120lbs
The 35-year-old
declared she had
'leveled up'
Reuniting with
Taylor? Tom
Hiddleston touches
down at LAX... after
spending two weeks
apart from pop
princess
Had been filming Thor:
Ragnarok
David Brent as a
singing star? Sorry
Ricky but you hit too
many dud notes:
BRIAN VINER winces
as The Office star
hits the big screen
Family time!
Beyonce wears beige
wrap over blackand-white monokini
on boat trip with Jay
Z and Blue Ivy
Relaxed while visiting
Capri
My little bunny!
Beyoncé opens
family album to share
snaps of Easter visit
to White House with
Jay-Z and Blue Ivy
Finally!
Ariel Winter works
the camera in black
mini-dress and caged
boots on spa trip
with sister
She posted a snap of
herself looking sultry
Nude figure model,
shampoo girl and a
farm hand:
Celebrities like
Stephen Colbert and
Kerry Washington
reveal their VERY
unglamorous first
jobs in Twitter trend
A right royal
compliment! Fans
spot how French
cyclist Pauline
Ferrand-Prevot bears
an uncanny
resemblance to Kate
Could be twins!
Chaz Bono shows
off his 85lbs weight
loss as he heads for
a healthy lunch in
Los Angeles
Sonny and Cher's son
was spotted leaving a
Le Pain Quotidien
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Matt Damon's
daughters are
'rejected from fully
booked exclusive
New York private
school'
Denied entry to St
Ann's
'Beach day': Proud
Brooklyn Beckham
posts snap of
bikini-clad girlfriend
Chloe Moretz as they
enjoy romantic day at
the seaside
Artsy photo
Rihanna, Anne
Hathaway and Helena
Bonham Carter to
join female-driven
spinoff Ocean's 8
All three are said to
have signed on
Khloe Kardashian
and Kim Zolciak
share a meal in LA...
after sharing the
same plastic surgeon
They both rely on
Dr. Simon Ourian
Date night! Matthew
McConaughey and
Camila Alves enjoy a
romantic dinner in
Rio after spending
day at the Olympics
Dined in Santa Teresa
Proud wife Bristol
Palin celebrates her
husband Dakota's
first 'solo flight' as a
pilot by sharing a
sweet snap of their
family posing in front
of the plane
'Utter confusion':
Linda Thompson
describes moment
ex-husband Caitlyn
Jenner told she
planned sex change
in 1985
She didn't understand
Having some 'me'
time! Courteney Cox
visits hair salon in LA
after VERY public
quarrel with fiancé
Johnny McDaid
Showed off glossy
locks as she exited
We're your
BIGGEST fans! USA
basketball stars led
by DeAndre Jordan
have time of their
lives cheering Phelps
and Ledecky on
'Me and my
homegirl': Coco
Austin and mini-me
infant daughter
Chanel wear
matching outfits on
Instagram
Sweet snap
'My son's leukaemia
drove me on':
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Extraordinary story
behind Rio gymnast
Oksana, 41, who kept
competing to raise
money for treatment

EXCLUSIVE Simone
Biles' ex-addict
biological mom
reveals family rift
after she was forced
to give Olympian up
for adoption to her
relatives
How Diana lover's
bedroom cigar set off
Kensington palace
smoke alarm at
3.30am as she
undertook a series of
ill-fated romantic
affairs
'I'm trying to make it
happen': Margot
Robbie reveals she's
pushing for a Suicide
Squad spin-off about
Harley Quinn's
twisted relationship
with Joker
REVEALED:
Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson's FURIOUS
Instagram rant
about 'candy ass'
co-stars 'was about
Vin Diesel'
Beef is aired
Johnny Manziel is
spotted drinking out
on the town AGAIN despite 'knowing he's
hit rock bottom'
Last month he took a
sobriety pledge
Hilarious moment
US triathlete Ben
Kanute throws his
own Olympic
opening ceremony
on an Arizona street
after missing out on
Rio's
It's a hoot!
Kourtney
Kardashian reveals
she smothers herself
in honey to attract
men as she
showcases her
incredible body in
new beauty
campaign
PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Sofia
Richie, 17, wears
pajamas as she
leaves Justin
Bieber's home early
in the morning... after
they were spotted
holding hands
Goodbye, labels!
Ashley Graham lands
non-plus-size
campaign for H&M
Studio - which she
hopes will remind
girls there's no
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'perfect size'

Jaime Pressly
raises the price of
her Sherman Oaks
home to $2.5m after
18 months on the
market
Relisted the
five-bedroom house

DON'T MISS
Lost Boys to men!
Hook stars reunite in
emotional picture 25
years on... without
their Peter Pan leader
Robin Williams
'90s nostalgia
Abs-olutely ripped!
Cristiano Ronaldo
displays bulging
biceps and rock hard
six pack in new
underwear campaign
Real Madrid soccer
star
Netflix to screen
new documentary
about Amanda Knox
and the notorious
Meredith Kercher
murder for which she
was jailed then
cleared
Move over Aubrey!
Drake's dad Dennis
Graham launches his
own music career
with first single
Kinda Crazy
Musician is
60-something
Tyga 'slammed by
Kylie Jenner's family'
amid fears his arrest
warrant controversy
'could damage their
brand'
In trouble with in-laws?
'One of the scariest
moments of my life':
Gigi Gorgeous
temporarily detained
at Dubai Airport and
denied entry for
being transgender
The perfect match!
Katy Perry and
Orlando Bloom sport
his 'n' hers bracelets
as they jet into Los
Angeles
They seem to be
growing closer every
day
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Mexican gymnast
who weighs just
99LBS is targets by
vicious
body-shamers in
cruel tweets labeling
her 'fat' and
comparing her to a
'pig'
Jackie Chan films
daring stunts atop
the Sydney Opera
House for latest
blockbuster action
movie Bleeding Steel
Intense action thriller
Kendall Jenner
throws shade as she
shares Mean Girls
eye-roll meme amid
pool party spat with
Scottish singer Tallia
Storm
Ongoing feud
Mrs. Fabien
Cousteau has a nice
'RING' to it: 'World's
sexiest explorer' gets
engaged to Spinning
instructor with fairy
tale treasure hunt
proposal
Pouty Kim Zolciak
shows off her
feminine figure in a
crop top as she
boards a flight in Los
Angeles with
husband Kroy
Looking glam
It's another boy!
Megan Fox and Brian
Austin Green
welcome third son...
and give him a VERY
unusual name
The pair have had their
third child - Journey
PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Casual
Helena Bonham
Carter opts for an
unusually
conservative
ensemble on city
cycle ride
Normally looks quirky
Khloe Kardashian
shows off her killer
legs in Oakland
Raiders jersey and
knee high boots...as
she stirs controversy
with bantu knots
'The biggest T. Stark
fan of them all!':
Robert Downey Jr
mercilessly mocks
Tom Hiddleston's 'I
love Taylor Swift'
vest
Friendly joke
Kanye West
overtakes Michael
Jackson to make
history with fortieth
top 40 hit on
Billboard chart
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Features on
ScHoolboy Q's new
single The Part

'I'd have to take you
to dinner first...'
Frontman Chris
Martin goes giddy as
he's propositioned by
a female superfan at
Coldplay gig
Pittsburgh devotee
Like father, like son!
Brooklyn Beckham
rocks dad David's old
hairstyle as he
debuts new blond 'do
The teen, 17, proved
he's his father's son
PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Don't
look Lionel! Justin
Bieber holds hands
with Sofia Richie, 17,
on the beach after
wild skinny-dipping
romp in Hawaii with
gaggle of girls
She's on fire! Kylie
Jenner prepares for
19th birthday by
dyeing her hair red
and getting cornrows
Certainly
eye-catching,
Something to
celebrate? Adele
heads out to buy
balloons with her pet
pooch amid rumours
she'll headline next
year's Super Bowl
Party time
Well it is the roaring
twenties! Christina
Ricci cracks open the
champagne as Zelda
Fitzgerald on the set
of her new
biographical drama
'I thought we were
on the same team':
Chad Johnson
confronts Lace
Morris on After
Paradise live chat
show after drunken
breakup
Short but sweet
A right royal
lifestyle! From
working out at her
lavish $7k-a-year
gym to wearing
'grown-up' heels,
Princess Eugenie
details her daily
routine for Harper's
Bazaar
Kourtney
Kardashian
showcases her svelte
figure in skintight
vest and ripped jeans
while out with Mason
Flashed a hint of her
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ample cleavage

Amber Heard 'cried
and screamed as she
refused to testify
against estranged
husband Johnny
Depp'
'Repeatedly refused to
submit for questioning'
'They're 100 per
cent together': Taylor
Swift and Tom
Hiddleston are 'still
an item'... despite
raising eyebrows by
spending TWO weeks
apart
Alessandra
Ambrosio showcases
her chic summer
style in flowing white
as she soaks up the
sun in Rio before
heading out to work
Laid-back and casual
The Theory of Every
Swim: Eddie
Redmayne goes wild
he is engrossed in
swimming event
alongside wife
Hannah at Rio
Olympics
Soaking it up
She means
business! Zoe
Saldana cuts a svelte
figure in fitted wrap
skirt and sheer
blouse as she heads
to a lunch
Super chic
Getting steamy!
Shirtless Scott
Eastwood shares a
video of himself in
the shower as he
promotes Suicide
Squad
He'll do anything
She brought melons
to the Sausage Party!
Salma Hayek wears
cleavage-boosting
top at Los Angeles
premiere of her new
animated movie
Ageless beauty
The Quick And The
Dead bored! Sharon
Stone yawns as she
passes the time on
phone during nail
salon visit
It has to be done
Newly single Diane
Kruger takes an
elegant turn in
patterned mini-dress
at NY screening of
her film Disorder
The 40-year-old looked
stunning
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'You'd be affected
by it wherever you
were': Jamie Dornan
reflects on filming
Fifty Shades sequel
in Nice after tragic
Bastille Day attack
Now SHE'S the one
signing autographs!
Swimming star Katie
Ledecky is pictured
asking Michael
Phelps for his
signature when she
was a little girl
Tie dye for!
Brooklyn Beckham
ditches brunette hair
and goes blond as he
reveals his new look
in Instagram snap
Blondes have more
fun!
Jenna Dewan
documents getting
acupuncture as she
seeks relief from
illness... and even
gets a needle in her
forehead
Under the weather
Suddenly all shy?
Selena Gomez hides
her face with her
hand as she is
escorted through
Sydney Airport by
FOUR Federal Police
and bodyguards
What a party boy!
James Franco shows
off his rainbow
colored tresses for
Riff Raff music video
on Instagram
Party on
'For our culture, it is
very meaningful':
Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson performs
traditional haka
blessed by Mori
elders in new Fast
And Furious film
A beaming Kate
Upton looks
positively radiant in
casual T-shirt and
ripped jeans as she
steps out to lunch in
Malibu
Effortlessly cool
Rumer has it... she's
seeing Adele! Miss
Willis and Sharon
Stone head to one of
British singer's
EIGHT sold out
concerts in LA
A-list gig goers
Meryl Streep is
elegant in blue and
white midi as she
joins Hugh Grant at
Florence Foster
Jenkins premiere
The 67-year-old
actress looked
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fabulous

'We change
people's lives':
Jessica Alba sizzles
in lace on Allure
cover as she talks
about Honest
Company's impact
Founded in 2012
Cosmetic surgery
fan Sharon
Osbourne, 63, jokes
that she's on 'face
three and counting'
as she discusses age
and beauty on The
Talk
Outspoken
Twins Haley and
Emily Ferguson pull
bait and switch
during date with
Brandon Andreen on
Bachelor In Paradise
Already caused
confusion
She's really hit her
stride! Australian
actress Ruby Rose is
a natural bonafide
star in trailer for
Hollywood film
Resident Evil: The
Final Chapter
Wigging out! Amber
Rose dons long
braids as she
previews new look
for her show
Modeled yet another
wig on her Instagram
Singer Sia dazzles
on stage in Lebanon
while sporting her
trademark
monochrome wig...
as she prepares to
headline abortion
rights concert
Gym bunny!
Jennifer Garner
maintains her toned
physique with a
grueling workout
session
Garner was seen
sipping a bright green
smoothie
Look away Zayn!
Gigi Hadid shows
fierce side as she
kicks hunky male
model in the head
before kissing
another for new
Versace advert
Sexy and strong
A walk down
memory lane! Drew
Barrymore shares
rare childhood
photos from life as a
young actress
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Shot to fame with E.T.
in 1982

Blake Lively slams
'Victoria's Secretready' post-baby
body ideals despite
stripping down to a
bikini for filming
eight months after
giving birth
Meet the OTHER
woman in Kanye
West's life: Vanessa
Beecroft talks
designing rapper's
fashion shows and
wedding... only to be
cut from his payroll
by Kim
'Stop thinking you
empower women...
you don't': Mummy
blogger slams Kim
Kardashian's
comments about
average mothers
'Nothing like family!'
Cindy Crawford
shares happy holiday
snap from Canada as
she's joined by her
mom and sister
Another extended
family getaway
She's got some
front! Olivia Culpo
takes the plunge in a
chic black-and-white
outfit and lace
kimono
Opted for an elegant
yet edgy look
Brave Bea parties
on after split:
Princess celebrates
28th birthday in New
York with oil heir
Michael Hess
Beatrice has split up
with boyfriend Dave
Clark
Listen to power
ballads, get drunk on
fizz and ask yourself:
'What would the
Queen do?' Tatler's
break-up advice for
heartbroken Princess
Beatrice
It's over! Christie
Brinkley and John
Mellencamp 'split
after a year together'
Reportedly cited
distance and busy
work schedules as
reasons
Chad Johnson says
he did not soil
himself and insists
Bachelor In Paradise
producers made it
look like he did
The reality TV did not
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seem too happy

'Most precious day
of my life!' Britney
Spears reminisces
about Baby One More
Time music video
that launched her
career 18 years ago
'It feels great!' Lea
Michele confirms she
is single as she
debuts a new hair
style and reveals her
latest album is
complete
29 and single
He's Team USA!
Sam Worthington and
Lara Bingle's
one-year-old son
Rocket Zot wears an
American flag T-shirt
during family day out
in New York
All hail the Final
Five! Simone Biles
and her team reveal
their new nickname
as they dominate the
Gymnastics final for
a second Olympic
gold
Mel Gibson shows
off his tattooed
muscles in upcoming
film Blood Father
where he plays an
ex-con trying to
protect his daughter
On full display
12 puppies, Tim
Tams and meat pies:
Joe Jonas reveals his
bizarre backstage
demands and lists
iconic local treats as
a few of his
favourites
EXCLUSIVE: Singer
Ed Sheeran has been
accused of ripping
off Marvin Gaye's
classic 'Let's Get it
On' for his hit song
'Thinking Out Loud'
'They're
unprofessional candy
asses': Dwayne 'The
Rock' Johnson's
'blood boils' as he
slams male Fast 8
co-stars... and now
they're FURIOUS
Pretty in pink! Diane
Kruger turns heads
in playful,
embroidered jacket
as she promotes
thriller Disorder
Showed off her fashion
credentials
ABS-olutely
fantastic! Lily Collins
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shows off her toned
midriff in a sports bra
and cropped
leggings while
heading to workout
in LA
In great shape
'I knew this house
was it at first sight':
Miranda Kerr opens
the doors to her new
$2M eco-conscious
home, before posing
poolside in her
swimwear
Someone's thirsty!
David Beckham gets
a juice and a caffeine
fix after a gruelling
workout in Los
Angeles
The retired footballer,
41, stayed hydrated
How to gear up for
gold! Fierce Five
gymnasts chart their
preparations for the
team final on social
media as they aim for
Olympic victory in
Rio
Dressed for
success! Gymnasts
dazzle during the
team finals in Rio as
they take to the mats
in patriotic new
crystal-embellished
leotards
Is Hope Solo the
latest cupping fan or
did she just get lucky
in the jungle?
Goalkeeper appears
with big big red
'lovebite' during draw
with Colombia
Obama admits he
can't watch
gymnastics because
he gets 'too tense':
President and
Michelle reveal their
favorite Olympic
events during playful
quiz
Pixie Lott takes the
plunge as she goes
braless under
patterned dress
following Breakfast
At Tiffany's
performance
Was beaming
Found! Kesha
retrieves tiger jacket
stolen in dressing
room after emotional
plea to fans
The culprit
'accidentally' took it
from the singer
Winona Ryder got
called 'a freak and a
witch' in high school
after starring
in Beetlejuice
Stardom at 16 did little
to shield her from
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bullies

'An unforgettable
spirit': Rob Lowe and
his sons bid warm
goodbyes to their
Jack Russell Terrier
Buster
Rob Lowe sent his son
to law school on
Monday
Cary Grant's first
American male lover:
New documentary
claims Hollywood
star lived with male
costume designer
but was forced to
cover up his
sexuality
The Hills bad boy
heartthrob Justin
Bobby says Lauren
Conrad was 'f***ing
twisted' by fame
Added LC was more of
a diva than she let on
He's worse than
ever! Billy Bob
Thornton tries to help
Thurman lose his
virginity in Bad Santa
2 trailer... and hails
Christina Hendricks
'gigantic t**s'
It's a girl! MmmBop
singer Zac Hanson
and his wife welcome
their fourth child
together
The 30-year-old
Hanson band member
had his fourth child
'We are in love':
Lucifer star Rachael
Harris, 48, welcomes
son Henry with
violinist husband
Christian Hebel
Proud parents of baby
boy
EXCLUSIVE: He had
suite at Neverland
painted violet like her
eyes, she bought him
an elephant from
Asia: Elizabeth
Taylor and Michael
Jackson's
relationship unveiled
She can't catch a
break! Lindsay Lohan
suffers major nip-slip
as she attends
birthday celebration
days after turbulent
beach fight with ex
fiancé
Ooh la la! Dakota
Johnson shows off
her effortlessly chic
style at Radiohead
concert after filming
Fifty Shades in
France
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Exuded glamor

FIRST LOOK: Amy
Adams boards space
ship and braces for
alien contact in
spine-tingling teaser
for movie Arrival
Extraterrestrial
excitement!
'When your graphic
designer is drunk':
Victoria's Secret
campaign comes
under fire for
Photoshopping
AGAIN after social
media points out
strange arms
EXCLUSIVE: Fired
radio DJ claims
Taylor Swift MADE
UP story that he
sexually assaulted
her by lifting up her
skirt and groping her
during
meet-and-greet
Team USA! Matthew
McConaughey and
Camila Alves wear
patriotic outfits in Rio
after his memorable
trip to the swimming
finals
Vigorous cheerleaders!
Fashion guru Tim
Gunn reveals the
interior of his Upper
West Side apartment
inspired by Thomas
Jefferson's
Monticello
'Looking positively
delighted about
being bombed by
Nazis!' One smirking
extra accused of
'ruining' the trailer for
WWII film Dunkirk
Broke character
That's a bit
haunting: Makeup
free Cate Blanchett
looks unrecognisable
as she transforms
into bald figurine in
Massive Attack's
latest video clip
'We're shocked but
thrilled!' Molly Sims,
43, announces she's
pregnant with third
child
The Yes Man actress
admitted the
pregnancy was
unplanned
Polygamous family
from TV's 'Sister
Wives' given more
time to appeal to
Supreme Court in
their fight to legalize
'multiple marriages'
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in Utah

Just peachy! Tyga's
former flame Demi
Rose flaunts her
figure in a TINY bikini
as she kicks back by
the pool
Didn't disappoint her
2.8m Instagram fans
Southern comfort!
Luke Pell looks
handsome in
Nashville amid
rumours he will be
the next Bachelor
Fans are clamouring
for him to be the one...
Bachelor in
Paradise star Lace
Morris hints at
relationship with
Grant Kemp showing
off tattoo 'in honour
of their couple name'
Sparks are flying...
Get some brows
that wow! As Kendall
Jenner admits that
she regrets
over-plucking,
FEMAIL details how
you can give your
own brows a serious
boost
'My metabolism is
pretty much shot':
Gina Rodriguez
reveals how she
keeps healthy and in
shape while fighting
thyroid illness
Affects weight and
mood
Just like the
Olympians! Kim
Kardashian turns to
cupping to relieve
neck pain - and
reveals sparse Kanye
West-designed
bedroom
Judge issues
warrant for Tyga's
arrest: Kylie Jenner's
boyfriend fails to
show up in court
over unpaid $480K in
dispute with former
landlord of trashed
Malibu home
Victoria Silvstedt,
41, displays her
assets in a revealing
polka-dot bikini as
she hits the beach in
Sardinia
She looked stunning
as she idled on the
beach
That's awkward!
Taylor Swift steps out
in New York as ex
Taylor Lautner
squirms his way
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through a grilling
over which song she
wrote about him

Tom Sizemore fired
from USA TV series
Shooter in wake of
latest domestic
violence incident
Was arrested July 19
in downtown Los
Angeles
'I wanted to give up
- but I didn't': Nike
casts its first
transgender sports
star, Olympic
triathlete Chris
Mosier, in a
groundbreaking new
ad campaign
A Die Hard
performance!
Hollywood hardman
Bruce Willis mobbed
by fans as he films
new advert in Italy
Was seen acting at a
mall
Meet Luke Cage!
Fugitive turned
bulletproof
superhero shakes up
Harlem in new trailer
for Marvel's Netflix
series
Anticipation building
Doutzen Kroes
flaunts her enviably
taut stomach in a
steamy bikini snap
on a sun-soaked
getaway
The mother-of-two, 31,
has enviable abs
Living a Fanta-sea!
Mariah Carey and her
billionaire fiancé
James Packer have
his 'n' hers yachts...
but casino mogul's
vessel is 100ft bigger
'That's a true friend':
Sarah Michelle Gellar
calls pal Shannen
Doherty her 'muse' as
she praises her for
sharing her battle
with cancer
Dangerous woman!
YouTube star with
striking resemblance
to Ariana Grande
says she was
bombarded by
confused fans during
a trip to Disney World
Is cupping really a
gold medal-worthy
cure-all? As Team
USA's athletes turn
to the remedy to keep
their bodies in shape
during the Olympics,
one FEMAIL writer
puts it to the test
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Anything the girls
can do... Video sees
shirtless male
models pouring milk
all over themselves
in hilarious parody of
Fergie's famous
MILF$ video
Shock as Saturday
Night Live cuts their
Obama and Trump
impersonators ahead
of season 42
premiere
Jay Pharoah and Taran
Killam are not returning
Real Housewives of
Atlanta's Cynthia
Bailey and Peter
Thomas sell
four-bedroom Atlanta
home for around
$700,000 amid
divorce
Sad time for pair
'I thought she hated
us!' Seth Rogen
forgives Katherine
Heigl for
bad-mouthing their
2007 film Knocked
Up
She famously said it
was 'hard for me
to love'
Following in David's
footsteps! Brooklyn
Beckham, 17, shows
off his muscles in
shirtless snap as he
hits the gym
Showed off the results
of his endeavors
Oh baby! Pregnant
and proud Peta
Murgatroyd shares
revealing selfie and
puts her bare bump
on show in midriff
top
She's expecting with
Maksim Chmerkovskiy
'So proud of you my
love!!! #Go
WarriorMonkey!':
Tom Daley's Milk
Oscar winning fiance
celebrates dive
team's stunning
bronze for GB
Taxrefundiamus
nochancio! Judge
rules that Harry
Potter star Rupert
Grint WON'T get
$1.3million back from
the tax man to add to
his $31million
fortune

Today's headlines
Most Read
Florida newlywed who was released
from prison after serving ten years
for road rage killing is fatally shot...
Macy's will close ONE HUNDRED of its
675 big-box stores to focus on online
sales
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'He was an hour late to shoot
scenes': Fast 8 crew 'side with
'ultimate professional' The Rock amid
feud...
BREAKING NEWS: One woman killed
and at least 10 injured in Thailand –
including foreign tourists - after two...
Why you SHOULDN'T check emails
outside of work: Being constantly
'switched on' causes burnout and
wrecks...
Revealed: Son, 19, charged with incest
with his mother, 36, says he hoped the
relationship would SAVE her...
'I called 911... they told us it smelled
like incense': Residents say they
were IGNORED after telling police...
Criminal Minds actor Thomas Gibson is
suspended from hit CBS show for
KICKING a writer
Hawaiian hunters find human
remains near personal belongings of
a missing Canadian woman who
vanished on the...
Are school lunches making YOUR child
fat? Study slams Michelle Obama's
meals for 'fueling America's obesity...
'Been waiting to drop this': Obama
releases his summer music playlist
for daytime and nighttime listening
New video emerges of Toronto Mayor
Rob Ford smoking crack and mumbling
to his dealer that Canadian PM Justin...
Two Tennessee male educators aged
43 and 70 'had sexual relationship
with the same 15-year-old student'
'We felt kind of threatened': Paul
McCartney admits Beatles WERE
intimidated by Yoko Ono during band's...
Delta finally admits there was a 'small
fire' at data center in Atlanta Monday
as airline headaches move...
Hackers are taking over YOUR
Instagram profiles with pornographic
images and adult dating spam
'Is there something wrong with
saying that?': Trump insists he was
RIGHT to call Obama 'the founder of
ISIS'...
Trump WILL turn up for 'critical'
presidential debates says Giuliani - who
reveals he is negotiating rules...
Clinton to release tax returns in bid
to turn up heat on Trump - but will
also give insight into her own...
One of Trump's most senior black
officials pressed a loaded handgun
against me with the safety off, claims...
Secret Service says it didn't 'formally'
approach Trump Campaign about
Second Amendment 'death threats'
Ronald Reagan's daughter tells Trump
that his Second Amendment 'threat' to
Clinton could unleash same 'dark...
Disgraced teen-sexting
ex-congressman Mark Foley sits
behind Trump at rally. . . as The
Donald clobbers...
Is Hillary's bounce deflating? Now she is
only three points ahead of Trump in
latest national poll
Clinton's top aide Huma CLEARED of
ethics breaches - despite emails
revealing how she took orders to
open...
Joseph takes the stage! Ivanka Trump
shares video of her three-year-old son
dancing on the living room table...
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Are Trump's infamous tweets being
watered down? Data bloggers claim
'hyperbolic' messages are falling as...
FBI warning to up to ONE HUNDRED
Democrats that they have been hacked
amid fears of more humiliating Hillay...
'It's OK daddy, I'll be alright':
Heartbreaking last words of jogger
who was murdered in a New York
park
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